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C*-algebras - a case study

Definition
Suppose that H is a Hilbert space. A C�-algebra is an
operator-norm closed �-subalgebra of BpHq.

C*-algebras are closed under ultraproducts and
subalgebras so they should be captured by continous
model theory.
We introduce operator-norm balls of fixed radius as sorts
and piece the algebra together. We have function symbols
for +, � and scalar multiplication as well as * . The metric
comes from the operator norm.
Here is a list of axioms:
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Axioms for C*-algebras

x � py � zq � px � yq � z, x � 0 � x , x � p�xq � 0 (where
�x is the scalar �1 acting on x), x � y � y � x ,
λpµxq � pλµqx , λpx � yq � λx � λy , pλ� µqx � λx � µx .
1x � x , xpyzq � pxyqz, λpxyq � pλxqy � xpλyq,
xpy � zq � xy � xz;
px�q� � x , px � yq� � x� � y�, pλxq� � λ̄x�

pxyq� � y�x�

dpx , yq � dpx � y ,0q; we write }x} for dpx ,0q.
}xy} ¤ }x}}y}
}λx} � |λ|}x}
}x�x} � }x}2 (C*-indentity)
supaPB1

}a} ¤ 1
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Two important theorems

Theorem (Spectral Theorem)
Suppose that A is an abstract C*-algebra and a P A is
self-adjoint. Then the abstract C*-subalgebra C�paq generated
by a and the identity on A is isomorphic to Cpsppaqq via an
isomorphism sending a to idsppaq and idA to the constant
function 1.

Theorem (Gel’fand-Naimark)
Any abstract C*-algebra A is *-isomorphic to a C*-algebra of
operators on a Hilbert space.
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Sketch of a proof of GN

Definition
Suppose that A is a C*-algebra. A state on A is a linear
functional λ : A Ñ C such that

1 λp1q � 1 and
2 λpa�aq ¥ 0 for all a P A (λ is positive).

Lemma
For any C*-algebra A and any positive a P A, there is a state on
A such that λpaq ¡ 0.

Suppose that λ is a state on a C*-algebra A. We define
xa,by � λpb�aq for a,b P A.
Claim: x�, �y is a pseudo-inner product i.e. it is an inner
product except for the fact that xa,ay � 0 may not imply
a � 0.
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Sketch of a proof of GN

Let I � ta P A : xa,ayu. Claim: I is a left ideal of A.
Consider A{I which is an inner product space on which A
acts and so A acts on the completion of A{I which is a
Hilbert space.
To prove the GN-theorem, consider all states on A and
create H, the direct sum of all the associated Hilbert
spaces that we just constructed.
A acts faithfully on H since if ax � 0 for all x P H, we have
that λpa�aq � 0 for all states λ.
But then a�a � 0 and by the C*-identity, }a} � 0 which
implies that a � 0.
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Choosing the right language

Remember that we guess that C*-algebras should be
universally axiomatized - the class of C*-algebras was
closed under ultraproducts and subalgebras. There is a
subtle problem with this; it has to do with the choices of
ranges for our function symbols.
Suppose we are considering a normed linear space and
we wish to assert that the unit ball is convex.
� when restricted to the unit ball would most naturally map
to the ball of radius 2; scalar multiplication by 1/2 could
map the ball of radius 2 into the unit ball and so px � yq{2
sends the unit ball to itself.
The syntax guarantees that the unit ball is convex!
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Choosing the right language, cont’d

If on the other hand, the scalar 1/2 on B2 had range B2
then px � yq{2 syntactically map the unit ball to B2.
We would need to have an axiom that said this term has
range in the unit ball

sup
x ,yPB1

inf
zPB1

px � yq{2 � ipzq

where i is the inclusion map from B1 to B2; this axiom is
not universal.
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The new language for C*-algebras

For every *-polynomial ppxq we introduce a term τpxq.
We must specify the range of τ on inputs from balls Bi . Let
C be the class of C*-algebras.
The range then is BN where N is

mintn : for all A P C,a P BipAq, }ppaq} ¤ nu

We introduce universal axioms that say that if Bj is the
range of p and i is the inclusion map from BN to Bj then for
all x P Bi , ipτpxqq � ppxq.
TC� will be all the former axioms and all these new ones as
well in this expanded language.
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Models of TC�

If A is a C*-algebra it is clear that there is a model MpAq
associated to it which satisfies TC� - the sorts Bn are
interpreted as the balls of operator norm ¤ n and all the
functions are interpreted naturally.
Moreover, if M is a model of TC�, by the Gel’fand-Naimark
theorem, we can reconstruct a C*-algebra AM by piecing
together the sorts.
To see that this is an equivalence of categories, we need to
show that MpAMq is isomorphic to M.
The only real question is why the operator norm unit ball
AM is exactly the sort B1 in M - the axioms guarantee that
B1pMq is contained in the unit ball; we need to see that
they are equal.
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A little calculation

Suppose that u P M, }u} ¤ 1 and u P BnpMq.
Let

tnpxq �

#
1 0 ¤ x ¤ 1

1?
x 1   x ¤ n

and consider f puq � utnpu�uq.
To compute the norm of f puq for }u} ¤ n, we see that
}f puq}2 � }tnpu�uqu�utnpu�uq} � }gpu�uq} where
gpxq � xt2

n pxq.
Since

gpxq �
"

x 0 ¤ x ¤ 1
1 1   x ¤ n

we obtain that the norm of f puq is at most 1 when }u} ¤ n.
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A little calculation, cont’d

Now fix polynomials pk pxq which tend to tnpxq from below
on the interval r0,ns.
By doing a calculation similar to the one on the previous
slide, the *-polynomial upk pu�uq sends operators of norm
¤ n to operators of norm ¤ 1.
Now because of our choice of language, we have a term
which equals xpk pxq and which sends Bn to B1 in all
models of TC�.
Since upk puq tends to u as k tends to infinity, we conclude
that in fact, u P B1pMq.
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Some topologies on BpHq

We get on topology on BpHq arising from the operator
norm - this is called the norm, sup or uniform topology.
Pointwise convergence of operators on BpHq is called the
strong operator topology. A basic open set has the
following form: fix a P BpHq, x P H and ε ¡ 0 and let

U � tb P BpHq : }ax � bx}   εu

A third topology is the weak operator topology; its basic
open sets are given by: fix a P BpHq, x , y P H and ε ¡ 0
and let

U � tb P BpHq : |xax , yy � xbx , yy|   εu

The norm topology contains the strong topology which
contains the weak topology.
The operator norm unit ball of BpHq is compact in the weak
topology.
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Von Neumann algebras

Definition
A von Neumann algebra A � BpHq is a *-subalgebra of BpHq
containing 1 which is closed in the weak operator topology.

MnpCq is a von Neumann algebra as is BpHq for any Hilbert
space H.
L8pr0,1sq of bounded, integrable functions acting on
L2pr0,1sq.
A non-commutative infinite-dimensional example is R
which can be thought of as the weak closure of

M2pCq ãÑ M4pCq ãÑ . . .

or alternatively, one can think of this as
M2pCq b M2pCq b . . . acting on C2 b C2 b . . ..
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Two important theorems

Definition
If A � BpHq then A1 � tb P BpHq : ab � ba for all a P Au. We
call A1 the commutant of A.

Theorem (Double commutant theorem)

The following are equivalent for a *-subalgebra of BpHq:
1 A is a von Neumann algebra.
2 A is closed in the strong operator topology.
3 A2 � A.

Theorem (Kaplansky density theorem)

Suppose that A � BpHq is a *-subalgebra and M is the weak
closure of A. Then the norm unit ball of A is strongly dense in
the norm unit ball of M.
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Tracial von Neumann algebras

Definition
We say that a von Neumann algebra A is tracial if there is a
weakly continuous state tr : A Ñ C which is faithful (trpa�aq � 0
implies a � 0) and satisfies trpaa�q � trpa�aq.

MnpCq is a tracial von Neumann algebra - normalize the
usual trace by dividing by n.
For infinite dimensional H, BpHq is not tracial.
L8pr0,1sq of bounded, measurable functions acting on
L2pr0,1sq is tracial - trpf q �

³1
0 f dx .

R is tracial - the trace is the limit of the traces on M2n .
Is the class of tracial von Neumann algebras elementary in
continuous logic?
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The case for tracial von Neumann algebras

The class of tracial von Neumann algebras is going to be
closed under any reasonable notion of subalgebra.
What can we say about ultraproducts? There does exist a
notion of tracial ultraproduct:
If U is an ultrafilter on I and Mi are tracial von Neumann
algebras with traces τi then one constructs the usual
operator algebra ultraproduct of the Mi ’s and defines
trpāq � limiÑU τipaiq.
One checks that this is a trace and makes the ultraproduct
a tracial von Neumann algebra.
So we have a class closed under subalgebras and
ultraproducts; how do we capture it in continuous logic?
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The language for tracial von Neumann algebras

The language for tracial von Neumann algebras will
include the language we used for C*-algebras.
There will be sorts Bn for n P N and sorted function
symbols for �,�, � and scalar multiplication. We will also
have constants 0 and 1.
We will have relation symbols for the trace. Like with the
Hilbert space example, we will need to have this sorted
and we will need to consider the real and imaginary parts.
In order to get a universal axiomatization, we will need to
introduce ”optimized” terms which represent the
*-polynomials as we did in the C*-algebra case.
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The standard model

If A is a tracial von Neumann algebra, we create a metric
structure in the language of tracial von Neumann algebras
as follows:
Bn is interpreted as the operator norm ball of radius n;
notice that the operator norm is not part of the language -
some words are in order ...
The metric is given on each ball by the metric induced by
the trace.
All of the algebraic functions (including the optimized
terms) are interpreted in the usual manner.
The trace supplies an interpretation for the real and
imaginary parts of the trace relation.
We will call this metric structure MpAq.
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Axioms for tracial von Neumann algebras

The have axioms that make our models complex
*-algebras.
There are axioms expressing the properties of the trace
function: trace is linear, trpa�aq ¥ 0 and trpaa�q � trpa�aq.
Trace is related to the metric; let }a}2 � dpa,0q, we have
dpa,bq � }a � b}2 and }a}2

2 � trpa�aq.
For every n,m P N,

sup
aPBn

sup
xPBm

maxt0, }ax}2 � n}x}2u

Finally we add axioms relating *-polynomials to their
associated optimized term.
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Correctness of the axioms

If A is a tracial von Neumann algebra then it is
straightforward to check that MpAq is a model of the
axioms.
If M is a model of the axioms then putting the sorts
together we can create a *-algebra AM .
The only question is why MpAMq is isomorphic to A.
The fact that the unit ball is correctly interpreted is handled
exactly like in the case of C*-algebras - we have all the
necessary terms.
The Kaplansky density theorem tells us that to see that AM
is a von Neumann algebra we only need to see that the
unit ball is closed in the strong topology.
But B1 is complete with respect to the metric which is given
by the trace so a quick calculation shows that B1 is closed
in the strong topology and we are done.
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